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Grid computers are integrated environments in which software and hardware 
resources are pooled in ways that give any user the impression of  working with a single 
fast computer. This paper examines the current advances in grid computers from the 
point of  view of  their structures, global attention and support. We particularly relate 
these matters with a section of  the East African region and highlight the research 
opportunities that arise out of  the research challenges. We show the relevance and 
options for adopting grid computing by developing countries. We concretise our ideas 
by presenting a conceptual framework for a campus grid computing scenario at the 
University of  Nairobi, Kenya. Our contributions in this paper include a review of  
current trends in grid computing and available options; creation of  awareness of  the 
importance of  grid computers; and relating research opportunities in grid computing 
to regional circumstances.

Introduction

Defining research

According to Cambridge Dictionaries Online, research is a “detailed study of  a subject, 
especially in order to discover (new) information or reach a (new) understanding”. 
Research is also defined by Dictonary.com as a “scholarly or scientific investigation or 
inquiry”. or a “close, careful study”.  Again according to Mugenda and Mugenda (1999, 
p.1), research is “... carrying out diligent enquiry or a critical examination of  a given 
phenomenon … implying exhaustive investigation or experimentation following some 
logical sequence”. 

It is therefore expected that computing-related research would also involve a 
detailed study of  aspects of  computing such as software, hardware and communication 
networks, especially in order to discover new information/ knowledge or reach a new 
understanding such as in aspects of  utilisation”. It also entails studying these computing 
subjects thoroughly so as to make detailed, accurate presentations.

When we consider ways of  attaining research excellence in computing-related work 
we would expect to give attention to activities that would enable realization of  the 
positive impact of  the results of  research in society. One way to do this is to encourage 
participation in promoting detailed studies in areas that are relevant to needs of  the 
society. A second way is to promote discovery of  new information, hence knowledge 
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in related areas. A third way is to promote attainment of  new levels of  understanding 
such as in aspects of  efficient utilisation of  relevant research results. Furthermore, 
there should be positive attitudes in encouraging attempts to find out in a systematic 
and scientific manner. Efforts would be necessary in ensuring that the benefits of  
research are realised such as those highlighted by Mugenda and Muganda (1999) that 
include discovery of  new knowledge, accurate description of  phenomena, prediction 
of  phenomena, control of  phenomena, explaining phenomena, and generating theories 
about phenomena. We now highlight the main computer science areas so that it will be 
possible to visualise how grid computing fits into the picture.

Grid computing in context
We first note that there will normally be a wide variation on the way institutions of  
higher learning select the many possible combinations of  course items in computing, 
information and communication programmes that they offer. We, however, highlight 
some courses that commonly appear in such programs. The areas that are likely to be 
encountered include: artificial intelligence, artificial life, computer graphics, database 
theory and applications, distributed computing, operating systems, parallel computing, 
computer networks, information security, internet-and web-related areas, computer 
systems organisation and architecture, computer engineering, software engineering, 
systems analysis and design, computer programming, data and information systems; 
management information systems, human-computer interaction, computer applications, 
algorithm design and analysis. This list is by no means exhaustive but only indicative.  
Grid computing emerged out of  experiments with high-performance computing 
such as parallel and supercomputing. Currently several subject areas contribute to it 
including distributed systems, computer networks, artificial intelligence and other areas 
such as economics and game theory. We now consider the trends related to computing, 
communication and information technology.

General trends
Advances in computing hardware and networking technology have enabled access to 
computing facilities at much-reduced costs. This has made availability of  computing 
facilities widespread and possible in many places around the world. Computer network 
speeds have also increased, which has made it possible to exchange information around 
the world in a much more feasible manner. We now hear and read about globalisation 
where the world is tending to become one global village. This is a view advanced to 
underscore the increasing ability of  people to communicate and transact real time 
irrespective of  their location on the face of  the planet earth. We also note the impact 
of  the Internet that has enabled e-commerce. In e-commerce transactions are possible 
over the Internet. Many organisations these days want to be present on the Internet 
through maintaining an Internet site. Many governments are also now considering 
increased use of  computing and communication facilities to enhance the provision of  
services to their citizens. We can view this trend as a tendency to encourage or move 
towards e-governance. Most of  these governments also support promotion of  the use 
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of  improved access to computing and communication facilities to stimulate scientific 
activities, a move sometimes referred to as e-science. In the same way initiatives exist 
that are set to encourage the use of  computing and communication technology to 
enhance educational resources. These initiatives fall under the umbrella of    e-learning. 
We note the same trends of  use in the banking industry referred to as e-banking. At 
software development level, the trend is to simplify the development process as much 
as possible with attention to paradigms that promote automated programming. While 
at application level we note the trend to service oriented packages and outsourcing. 
This is a trend where some organisations offer a range of  flexible services that can be 
configured to offer solutions to clients. We also note the trend to incorporate intelligence 
into hardware and software, a feature that has been the realm of  researchers but now 
has matured into useful applications that are deployed in several industries. In this 
case we have in mind expert systems, robotics or multi-agent-based systems. We note 
that these trends will eventually put higher-level demands on technology for deliveries 
that are acceptable. Some of  these high-level demands will include high-performance 
computing support. We will not only need faster communication backbones but also 
very fast processing elements. In this sense we point out that the quest for more 
computing power will remain. This need for increased computing power has been in the 
past addressed as a domain of  supercomputing but in the last decade alternatives have 
emerged that have included grid computing. In grid computing, computing resources 
are combined to produce enhanced performance. We now, therefore, outline the trends 
in high-performance computing.

High performance computing trends
High-performance computing has been dominated by supercomputing. 
Supercomputers are very fast expensive computers with centralised architectures. They 
have been traditionally used to tackle grand challenge problems. These are fundamental 
problems in science and engineering that generate very many complex data. They 
demand simulations and intricate visualisations (Lumb, 2004). Supercomputers can 
also form part of  computing resources that are part of  a grid computer.  The grand 
challenge equations will still be investigated by the use of  supercomputers and also 
grid computers. Another trend in high-performance computing is the use of  clusters. 
Clusters are whole computers that are interconnected in a parallel or distributed 
systems settings that deliver services of  a single computing resource. Some people 
consider cluster computing as grid computing (Lumb, 2004b). Clusters can also be 
seen as a logical arrangement of  independent entities that collectively provide a service. 
Another trend in high-performance computing is peer-to-peer (P2P) computing. P2P 
computing involves linking several personal computers via the Internet with the aim 
of  sharing computing resources such as files, but in the process accumulate much 
computing power. An example of  such computing power pooling can be associated 
to SETI@home project. In this project researchers hope to gain as much insight as 
possible into the existence of  extra-terrestrial intelligence (Minoli, 2005). Another 
trend associated with high-performance computing is Internet computing where Web 
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services can be provided to address the needs of  clients. Another high performance 
computing trend is virtualisation. In this trend computer servers, storage facilities and 
networking capabilities are combined into an infrastructure without hard boundaries 
or fixed constraints (Minoli, 2005). Virtualisation enables moving of  resources from 
one application to another dynamically. The server, storage and network resources are 
aggregated into a single pool of  resources. Virtualisation can therefore span servers for 
optimal utilisation, networks via intelligent routers and other elements like switches, 
storage for improved utilisation and reduced costs. Virtualisation can also span 
applications for increased throughput, and data centres for flexible provision to meet 
dynamic demands. We also point out the tendency to give data specialised attention 
as many applications are now complex and require the use of  data in a much more 
specialised manner. This tendency has resulted indata grids. Data grids are regarded to 
be part of  grid computers. Data grids enable users to collaborate securely by sharing 
processing, applications and data. Data, applications and shared and other computing 
resources can be found and shared. Remote access and secure provision of  data 
resources are enabled. These data resources include flat-file data, relational data and 
streaming data (Grimshaw, 2004). We now highlight the focal trend in high-performance 
computing which is about grid computing. This trend is regarded to be about a decade 
old and can be traced in focused attempts and application experimentations to pool 
computing resources and develop core grid protocols. Consequently toolkits such 
as Globus Toolkit and data grids have emerged. Grid computing may be viewed as 
virtualised distributed environments where dynamic runtime selection, sharing and 
aggregation of  geographically distributed autonomous resources are enabled. Access 
to grid computing resources depends on availability, capability, performance, costs, 
specific baseline requirements and processing requirements (Minoli, 2005). We note 
that attention and demands for high-performance computing will tend to sustain 
highlights to resources that can provide services that need fast computer processing 
and data communications.  We now consider general trends associated with software 
and applications to enable us to examine if  we may still identify the importance of  high 
performance computing from the software point of  view. 

Trends in software and applications 
Software and application development trends indicate that there is a moving away 
from stand-alone applications, documents, and isolated users. The move is towards 
universally accepted file formats, shared documents, and real-time collaboration. We 
note the database proliferation in which databases form the backbone of  today’s 
software for accounting, project management, CAD work and e-commerce. There is 
a Webcentricity trend that involves infrastructure, database-driven Web applications, 
and increasing Web-dependency. This tendency may be exemplified by imagining that 
yesterday clients may have wanted phone numbers from a Web site. Today, however, the 
clients may want to interact with a Web site. By tomorrow, the clients, maybe, will want 
to conduct almost any business online (Lamendola, 2000). On the outsourced software 
front we note that there are now many companies involved. These companies maintain 
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software on their servers, so that their clients can use it over the Internet. Note, however 
that in such cases application service providers (ASP) limit access efficiency only to the 
speed of  the Internet connection, regardless of  how fast the local machine (PC, PDA, 
laptop, handheld) runs (Lamendola, 2000).

Considering the information integration dimension, the tendency is for the client 
database to talk to the vendor’s database. This eliminates the cost of  handling paper 
invoices. One fills out a Web-based form or one’s program interacts directly with 
the vendor’s programs. This integrates one’s information system with the vendor’s 
information system. The trend will be characterised by the need to move beyond 
stand-alone applications designed to produce paper reports and to applications that 
integrate with enterprise software (Lamendola, 2000). On the software development 
level the trend is to make the case for a learning and knowledge-driven view of  software 
development in a way that accounts for the long-term survival, growth and evolution 
of  software-intensive systems (Dalcher, 2003). In these application and software 
development trends we identify the main activities as exchange of  information and 
data and incorporation of  learning models into software. The accompanying real-time 
responses and quality of  service demands point to the need for high-performance 
computing services. This is so because we will want realistic responses from linking 
systems which will only be possible if  the communication facility is fast and processing 
elements complete their tasks in moments within expectations. We have so far argued 
that there is need for high-performance computing by outlining various trends. We will 
now make some general observations on the potential for our participation in research 
work that may affect us, or enable us to assimilate grid computing-related research 
outcomes faster. 

First we note that if  there is anything to learn from the Internet evolution, it is that 
there are many consumers of  the product. The Eastern African region is no exception. 
The next issue is whether they like the consumption or not. It may also be noted that 
like any other technology, it will have its good points and bad points and the usage is 
driven by the fact that the good points outweigh its negative impact. What we note is 
that the Internet is being used in the Eastern African region, like in many other parts of  
the world. We are caught up in it. We also note that while it may be admissible that the 
Internet has affected many people, grid computing also has potentially the same effect. 
Others may argue that it has already started to affect many people. It may be pointed 
out that with this potential to affect many people some research focus needs to be given 
to it early enough. Only a decade has elapsed and the products are just coming out. A 
possibility of  participation in grid-related research work at such a time exists in the room 
for opening collaboration with other researchers globally and making contributions.  
This will also lead to early understanding of  the scope of  grid computing technology 
for adoption of  its products for the benefit of  society. With these observations we now 
turn briefly to the technical aspects and define terms that are or have been encountered 
that are related to grid computing. We particularly consider more terms that will surface 
in later discussions. We highlight the meaning of  the terms artificial intelligence, agent, 
grid computing, multi-agent systems and scheduling. 
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Defining relevant terms
Artificial intelligence may be described as a field of  computer science in which studies 
focus on finding ways of  replicating mental faculties using computational models. This 
can be summarised as attempts to make computers that think and act like human beings 
(Russel, Novig, 1995). Areas such as expert systems, machine learning, machine vision, 
and natural language understanding are some of  the subfields of  artificial intelligence. 
There are many real- and world applications that have been deployed that are based on 
artificial intelligence. 

An agent is an entity such as software or a software-hardware combination that 
accomplishes tasks on behalf  of  its user as it exhibits autonomy, mobility, reactivenes, 
proactiveness and intelligence. It can perceive and react to its environment. Examples 
of  agents include Internet search engines, robots, humans, animals, ants (Brenner et al., 
1998; Nwana, 1996; Russel, Novig, 1995); Ferber Jacques, 1999, p.9).

Grid computing involves networked heterogeneous computing elements such as 
processors, storage facilities and other computing peripherals that present themselves 
as single computing resources to users (Forster et. al., 2001). With grid computing, 
organisations transparently integrate, streamline and share dispersed, heterogeneous 
pools of  hosts, servers, storage systems, data and networks so that they form one 
synergistic system. It may be viewed as a type of  distributed computing in which several 
locations, organisations, machine architectures, collaboration, information access and 
software boundaries are involved (Minoli, 2005). 

Multi-agent systems are those systems consisting of  several agents. Agents are 
autonomous entities in the environment that can sense and react to the environment. 
Multi-agent systems are seen to be potential in solving distributed systems problems as 
they can handle decision-making in delayed circumstances, such as in real-time decision 
making that is required in many complex systems  (Wooldridge, 2002), like in a grid 
computing environment.

We may take a schedule to be a list of  times of  departures and arrivals; a timetable 
such as bus schedules or schedules of  guided tours. A schedule may also be seen as a 
plan for performing work or achieving an objective, specifying the order and allotted 
time for each part. We may refer to “finished project on schedule”.  A schedule may 
also be a printed or written list of  items in tabular form. An example of  such a schedule 
is the list of  postal rates. A programme of  events or appointments expected in a given 
time is also a schedule as we can ask “Can you fit me into your schedule Tuesday 
afternoon?” (Houghton, 2000). In our case we will use the term schedule to mean a list 
of  events in which temporal details are included. We then see scheduling as the process 
of  constructing or producing schedules. Scheduling is used in many places. These places 
can benefit from automated scheduling solutions. They include factory shift schedules, 
educational institutional lesson schedules, agricultural crop management schedules, 
project management control schedules, production/ manufacturing schedules, job-shop 
operations, institutional operations, operating systems resources management, parallel 
processor utilities or in grid computing resource utilities (Sycara et al., 1991).
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Basic research  challenges in grid computing
After the definitions of  the main terms, we now consider the basic research challenges 
in grid computing. According to Forster et al. (2001), the real and specific problem in 
grid concept is coordinated resource sharing and problem-solving in dynamic, multi-
institutional virtual organisations. In this case sharing refers to direct access to computers, 
software, data and other resources that may be needed for collaborative problem-
solving and resource-brokering strategies needed in industry, science and engineering. 
Such sharing must be controlled such that resource providers and consumers clearly 
specify their terms. The individuals or institutions that assemble in terms of  sharing 
resources may be referred to as virtual organizations. Virtual organisations could be 
computer cycle providers, application service providers, storage service providers 
or consultants in car manufacture, amongst others.  Buyya (2002) also points out 
some outstanding problems associated with grid computing that include: the need to 
support different application models that can cope well with tasks that communicate 
frequently and are interdependent; the need to support different economic models 
such as auctions, contract net, bid-based proportional resource allocation, that are not 
supported by Nimrod-G; the need to build an accounting infrastructure, a type of  Grid 
Bank, perhaps similar to debit/credit card companies; the need to enhance GridSim to 
support various network types with different static and dynamic configurations and cost-
based quality of  service(QoS); the need to have a wide area data intensive programming 
and scheduling framework, where Nimrod-G may possibly be extended to support 
adaptive mechanisms for selecting the best service based on access, speed and cost. 
Uwe (2001) when considering evaluation of  scheduling algorithms for grid computing, 
such as back-filling and round table, pointed  out some problems such as the difficulty 
in theoretical evaluation since  objective functions are too complex, the difficulty with 
experimental evaluation due to unavailability of  grid computers. He advocated the use 
of  simulation models and workloads, and the search for suitable models. 

Overview of  grid computers, multi-agent systems and scheduling 
In this section, we revisit the concepts of  grid computers, multi-agent sytems and 
scheduling and highlight how they are related to each other. 

Grid computers 

As has been pointeed out earlier, a grid computer is a computing infrastructure in 
which software and hardware resources are interconnected to provide dependable, 
consistent, pervasive and inexpensive access to high-performance computational 
capabilities (Joseph, Fellenstein, 2004). This kind of  computing device is only 
possible when the resource-sharing is possible in a coordinated way during problem 
solving that spans over many virtual organisations. Structurally, therefore, a grid 
computer will need coordinated resource-sharing. This will require deviation from 
the centralised controls since there are many resources, individual policies, users and 
service-level agreements in a grid computing context. A grid computer also contains 
components that deal with compliance with open standards and frameworks. These 
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components enable interoperability and integration of  facilities. Grid computers also 
consist of  components that enable enforcement of  quality of  service(QoS) demands 
for the end user. The quality of  service demands may manifest as desired response 
time, performance, security assurance, resource scalability and availability. The basic 
grid computer architecture may be viewed as a layered architecture consisting of: 
APPLICATION LAYER; COLLECTIVE SERVICES LAYER; RESOURCE AND 
CONNECTIVITY PROTOCOLS LAYER, and FABRIC LAYER (Forster, 2002). The 
fabric layer is the lowest layer and it consists of  physical devices or resources required 
by grid users that share resources. They include computers, storage systems, catalogs, 
networks and sensors. The next layer is the resource and connectivity protocols layer. 
This is the layer that contains core communication and authentication protocols.  It 
must be implemented everywhere. The communication protocols make it possible to 
exchange data between resources, while authentication protocols enable verification 
of  identity of  users and resources. The resources layer consists of  protocols that use 
communication and authentication protocols to effect secure initiation, monitoring and 
control of  resource-sharing. An example of  such a layer is Globus Toolkit. Globus 
Toolkit is a community-based open architecture, open-source set of  services and 
software libraries that supports grids and grid applications. The collective layer consists 
of  protocols that effect interactions between collections of  resources. Collective 
services include directory and brokering services for resource discovery and allocation, 
monitoring and diagnostic services, data replication services and membership and 
policy services. The top layer is the application layer. This is where user applications call 
the services of  other layers (Forster, 2002). 

Ways in which grid computers are used

Grid computers are being used for a wide range of  applications that fall in categories 
such as life sciences, engineering, data-intensive, and physical science applications 
(Berman et al., 2003b). In life sciences applications include computational biology, 
bioinformatics, genomics and computational neuroscience. They are mainly concerned 
with data access, collection and mining. Engineering applications include areas like 
design tasks such as of  aircraft and resource-sharing for distantly located participants. 
Such applications may include satellite control, data acquisition and analysis, 
visualisations and simulations. Data-oriented applications involve collection and 
processing of  massive amounts of  data for specific needs. An example is the distributed 
aircraft maintenance environment (DAME) application. In this application gigabytes of  
in-flight data are gathered from operational aircraft engines to integrate maintenance, 
manufacture and analysis centers. The physical science applications are dominated by 
research support in particle physics. Several data grids are dedicated to physics that 
include GridPhyN, Particle Physics data grid, iVDGL, EU DataGrid and UK GridPP 
(Berman et al., 2003b). Grid applications have also included financial analysis and 
services, research collaboration and collaborative games (Joseph, Fellenstein, 2004). 
There are, however, some common needs for applications to run on a grid computing 
platform. First they need to be partitioned from overall problem versions to discrete 
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pieces. Secondly, they need discovery and scheduling of  tasks and workflow. Thirdly, 
they need communication support to enable distribution of  data where it is needed. 
Fourthly, they need provisions for distribution of  applications to specific processing 
nodes. The fifth requirement is the need for managing results. The last set of  needs are 
related to autonomic features where self-configuration, self-optimisation, self-discovery 
and self-management are possible (Joseph, Fellenstein, 2004). We have so far considered 
the grid concept, architecture and application areas. We briefly shift attention to multi-
agent systems and then scheduling.

Mulit-agent systems and grid computers

A multi-agent system may be simply viewed as a system of  agents. As pointed out earlier, 
agents are entities that can perceive and act in their environments in an intelligent and 
autonomous way usually in pursuit of  their goals (Russel, Novig, 1995; Wooldridge, 2002). 
When agents find themselves in some common environment they may interact and do 
things so as to form communities with joint aims. Software agents have opportunities 
in electronic business that is done over the Internet (Muller et al., 2001). Electronic 
business is the complex integration/transformation of  existing infrastructures, business 
processes, enterprise applications, and organisational structures into high-performance 
business model using information technology based on electronic media such as the 
Internet, other computer networks and wireless transmission to facilitate the business. 
Electronic business is intended to increase the speed of  service, improve customer 
satisfaction, integrate solutions, converge sales and service chains, leverage legacy 
systems, connect the entire corporate, contract manufacturing, information security and 
protect intellectual property (Muller et al., 2001).  One aspect of  electronic business is 
the electronic marketplace where the Internet is used as a meeting place for buyers and 
sellers. Agent technology can be used to combine heterogeneous electronic business 
solutions by adding advanced functionality and automating standard processes. Agents 
have been used for human resource matching and matchmaking. They can be used to 
play the role of  device agents in which they represent owners of  smaller devices such 
as palm-size devices. They can also play the role of  user agents where they represent 
human users. They can also play the role of  travel agents where they assist in booking 
facilities. They may also be brokers where they access service agents or other resource 
owners and negotiate on behalf  of  clients. Many other instances may be cited. Since 
agent applications on the Internet are already real, we are interested in their relationships 
with grid computers that may be seen as an extension of  the Internet. We are particularly 
keen to investigate ways of  using agents are mediators between users and resource 
owners in an agent-based grid computing architecture. In this case we find multi-agent 
systems relevant to grid computing. We are particularly keen to formulate multi-agent 
systems-based resource utility coordination and accounting in grid computing context. 
We therefore see multi-agent based systems as relevant to a grid computing. So far 
we have outlined the concept and relevance of  multi-agent systems to the Internet 
and hence to grid computing. The coordination of  resource use involves allocation 
strategies that are related to scheduling. 
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We now turn highlight scheduling and relate it to grid computing. 

Scheduling in grid computing

The concept of  scheduling has been outlined earlier. We saw scheduling as a process in 
which schedules are produced. Schedules may be seen as plans for performing work or 
achieving objectives, specifying the order and allotted time for each part. Schedules may 
normally contain items, activities and time slots when they should be performed. In the 
context of  grid computing we have resources, resource owners and applications or users 
looking for resources. Owing to potential conflicts, availability conditions and demand 
constraints, scheduling is a major activity in grid computing. In grid computing those 
making service requests and those providing services can be paired through resource 
brokers. Usually the best available resources are selected for task execution. Brokers 
collect information such as resource availability, usage models, capabilities and pricing 
data. Related to brokers are schedulers. This time we look at the actual jobs and their 
allocation of  resources. It is schedulers that manage jobs, their allocation of  needed 
resources, partitioning for parallel execution, data management, event correlation and 
service-level handling. Usually jobs submitted to schedulers are allocated resources 
based on their service-level requirements.  Schedulers therefore require components 
that include advanced resource reservation, service-level agreement validation and 
enforcement, job and resource allocation policy management and enforcement for 
best turnaround times within budget constraints, monitoring job executions and 
status, and re-scheduling and corrective actions of  partial failover situations (Joseph, 
Fellenstein, 2004).  Scheduling functions may be hierarchical where there is a global 
level and local-level schedulers.  We are particularly interested in the investigation of  
cases where scheduling and brokerage functions are delegated to agents. This means 
that we are looking into grid computing architectures in which most mediation is done 
at multi-agent systems level. Already we have grid-computing platforms in which agent-
based technologies are utilised. Examples of  grid computing platforms/toolkits where 
agents are used include systems such as 2K, AppLeS, Bond, Globus and NetSolve 
(Buyya et al., 2002b). In our case we are interested in agent usage where market-based 
mechanisms are predominant. In other words, the agent interactions and agreements 
are controlled by auction-based mechanisms. It is these interactions that also determine 
the operational scheduling decisions. So far we have outlined the scheduling concept 
and indicated how scheduling and resource brokering arise in grid computing scenario. 
We have also indicated our interest in the scheduling functions and how we are looking 
at those options where multi-agent systems are relevant. We now turn to other aspects 
of  grid computing that point to the fact that there is a notable trend worldwide by 
several governments to support grid-computing initiatives. 

Global grid computing initiatives

We will now examine countries and corporations that are involved in supporting grid 
initiatives worldwide. We begin by examining participants in the worldwide grid testbed 
discussed in (Buyya, 2002, p. 75). This was a collaboration that involved setting up a 
global experimental grid computer. The regions linked were Asia, Australia, Europe, 
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North America, and South America. In this regard we note that Africa was not in the 
picture. In Asia there were two locations (Japan, Thailand), and in Australia there was 
one location. In Europe there were thirteen locations spanning across several countries, 
while in North America there were seven locations. In South America there was one 
location. In this experiment heterogeneous hardware was used including personal 
computers, workstations, SMPs, clusters, and vector supercomputers. Operating 
systems included Linux, Sun Solaris, IBM AIX, SGI IRIX and Compaq Tru64. Grid 
computing services and fabric included Globus/Condor, Globus/Fork, Globus/LL 
and Globus/Condor G. We now associate major grid computing resources with their 
areas, regions or countries of  origin based on Buyya (2002, pp. 32-37). Again we note 
that Africa will not feature. We start with AppLes (application-level scheduling) which 
is used for developing scheduling agents and which was developed at the University 
of  California, San Diego, United States.  Condor is a high-throughput computing 
environment developed at the University of  Winconsin, USA. International Data Grid 
is established at CERN for high-energy physics research in Switzerland. Globus Toolkit 
is a software for grid infrastructure that was developed in the United States. Legion is 
an object-based grid operating system that was developed at the University of  Virginia, 
United States. The EUROGRID project is a collaboration of  11 countries, six of  which 
are European (Joseph, Fellenstein, 2004). TeraGrid is a project aimed at launching a 
world grid computer and it has its major sites in the United States. These facts point to 
the fact that Africa was never involved in grid computing initiatives. We now highlight 
national-level involvements in grid computing. Usually this takes the form of  allocating 
resources for the construction of  a fast computing network backbone. 

National support for grid computing initiatives can be seen from the implementations 
of  national-level grid computers or fast network backbone to support grid-computing 
establishments. In the United States there are a number of  collaborations and linkages 
between universities and industry. In Europe some of  the countries where we find 
dedicated grid-computing initiatives include the United Kingdom, Belgium, France, 
Netherlands, Germany, Switzerland, and Poland. In Asia there have been national 
moves to set up grid-computing backbone support in China, Japan and Korea. Australia 
has active universities such as Monash University. The advantage of  having a national 
backbone is the jumpstart accorded to interested participants. Institutions can link faster 
than would otherwise have been possible. So far we note that there are countries that 
have considered grid-computing enablement of  their academic and research institutions 
a priority and allocated resources for fast speed-computing network backbones. We 
now outline tangible claims to the benefits of  adopting grid computing. 

Benefits of  adopting grid computing

Estimates for a country’s tangible benefits may be compared with those of  North 
Carolina in the United States of  America (Minoli, 2005). Adopting grid computing 
in North Carolina would make the economy grow by the year 2010 to the extent that 
there would be an additional US$10.1 billion in output; an additional US$7.2 billion 
in personal income; growth in additional jobs by 31,700, and additional expenditure 
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for communication services by US$1.2 billion on the purchase of  broadband access. 
The main essence of  these figures is the claim that the adoption of  grid computing 
would result in additional output, additional jobs and some minimal additional 
telecommunication expenses. Such an optimistic economic forecast will draw attention 
to the adoption of  grid computing technology. There are also other reasons that we 
highlight below that point to the advantages of  adopting grid-computing technology. 

Advantages of  adopting grid computing may also be considered from its basic 
architecture and philosophy. In general, grid computing has the potential of  creating 
some savings, it is also a technology that is moving rapidly and in which people are 
already involved (Minoli, 2005). Grid-computing environments can enable integration 
of  instruments, displays, computational and information resources across many 
organisations in different locations. Organisations can share computing power, 
databases, and other tools securely across corporate, institutional and geographical 
boundaries without compromising local autonomy. Grid computing will also make it 
possible for people in different organisations and locations to work jointly on a common 
problem such as collaborative design. Grid-computing software allows resources-recovery, 
resourcesharing and collaboration on a distributed network. Grid computing is now feasible 
owing to available grid standards, grid toolkits, grid products and enabling technologies 
such as broadband networking. An industry adopting grid computing stands to gain 
greater productivity. This is due to more flexibility, faster deployment, access to massive 
computing power and cost savings. Virtualisation itself  increases infrastructure efficiency 
that results in efficiency, flexibility and reduced costs. Benefits of  grid computing may 
also be seen to accrue from the fact that a given amount of  computing resources can be 
more cost effectively used due to sharing. It results in a significant amount of  computing 
power that is useful in solving problems. Furthermore, its resources of  many computers 
can be cooperatively and synergistically harnessed and managed in collaboration towards 
some common goal (Minoli, 2005). This point is particularly relevant to places where 
idle computing resources exist. Abbas (Abbas, 2004b) points out that average daytime 
utilisation of  Windows servers is less than 5%, of  UNIX servers is between 15 and 20% 
and desktops are utilised for less than 5%. This makes a case for tapping the unused power 
through some grid computing facility. We have so far considered the benefits of  adopting 
grid computing. These benefits are expected to interest organisations irrespective of  their 
geographical or economic standing. So grid computing can arguably be said to be relevant 
to operations in organisations located in developing countries.   We now consider whether 
developing countries should adopt grid-computing technology. 

Grid-computing and developing countries

We now consider whether institutions and organisations in the Eastern African region 
should also adopt grid computing. We note, as before, that there was no participation 
by Eastern African members in the initiation of  grid-computing technology. We also 
note that even after a decade of  development of  grid-computing technology there 
are no centres in the Eastern African region that participate in global grid-computing 
research efforts, nor utilisation initiatives. Any regional information communication 
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technology policy initiatives needs to be aware of  other emerging technologies with far-
reaching implications such as grid computing. The basic situation is that hard evidence 
for or against grid computing in the Eastern African region is still unavailable. This 
is a researchable question. This may be regarded as the first research opportunity for 
grid computing in the Eastern African region. Let us take a case where institutions and 
organisations in the Eastern African region want to adopt grid-computing technology 
purely on the basis of  agreeing with arguments that speculate about its potential benefits 
and testimonials from initial success stories. A new issue that may need consideration 
is whether they can afford to implement and sustain versions of  grid-computing 
technology. This question is less complicated compared to the first one. The cost 
element can be handled by taking stock of  requirements then comparing these with the 
resources available. We briefly shift attention to grid-computing options to show that 
possibilities exist in adopting grid-computing technology, depending on the approaches 
that are taken.

Grid-computing technology options

We begin by recalling the generic grid-computing architecture. A grid computer will 
consist of  networked computer processing elements that present resources as a single 
powerful computer. This happens even though the computer processing elements 
or fabric may be located in places far apart. Grid computers will need some good 
communication network as a basic resource. This is why in an earlier discussion we noted 
that countries that have identified the grid computing as a priority invest in a national 
high-speed computer network backbone. Some of  grid-computing software is on open 
source, open standards platforms. An example is Globus Toolkit that is also leading in 
terms of  support. Others include the Sun grid engine and Condor. Grid-computing 
configurations can take the form of  data grids, cluster computing grids, enterprise grids, 
partner grids, and Web services (Minoli, 2005, p.50). A data grid connects databases 
in various locations. It enables savings in locating information and needs investment 
in broadband links. An example is AstraZeneca that links research and development 
centres in Sweden, the United States of  America and the United Kingdom. Setting 
up a data grid is one option. Cluster computing – also called computational grid links 
– completes computers that harness computer power to achieve high-level computing 
speeds. It results in large savings in processing time and efficiency gains in throughput. 
It may evolve to enterprise grid. An example is its use at Oxford University in anthrax 
drug research. Cluster computing is one option. Enterprise grid involves setting up a 
grid computer with processing power and transport capability within one organisation. 
It usually links the research and development centres of  the organisation that are 
situated in different places. It results in savings in research and development time and 
increased efficiency in processing power. It needs investment in broadband links. An 
example is the General Motors, Daimler Chrysler, and the Ford links to engineering 
groups at partner firms for design in Europe. Enterprise grid is an option. 

Partner grid harnesses computing power and data transfer for several organisations. It 
results in savings in design time, research and development time, and marketing time. It 
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increases collaboration between partners such as in supply chains. Web services are also 
an option. Web services involve provision of  secure Internet access for consumers and 
business usually with cluster computing or data grid support. It results in productivity 
gains and reduced operational costs. It needs investment in broadband links and on 
software and integration services. An example is Bank of  America’ Internet services. We 
also note Internet computing (Abbas, 2004c). In Web services vast processing power of  
personal computers are used by scientists and engineers over the Internet. Computing 
tasks are broken down and distributed over personal computers. There are several 
examples of  Internet computing in science (e.g. SETI@home, eON), life sciences (e.g. 
Genome@home, Drug design optimisation lab), cryptography(eg. Distributed.net, 
ECCp-109) and mathematics(Great Internet mersenne prime search, factorisations 
of  cyclotomic numbers). Internet computing requires having computers linked to the 
Internet. Internet computing is also an option. There are also desktop grids(Johnson, 
2004). Desktop computing involves sharing a collection of  named machines, usually 
running specific operating system such as Windows. Each machine participates in a 
grid. Their architecture approximates client-server architectures as mechanisms must 
be put in place for distribution, execution and solution assembly using some central 
server. They require participation policies, dedicated high-speed networks (100mbps - 1 
Gbps), administration and security and resources to share. Desktop grid can be used for 
data mining, engineering design, financial modelling, geographical modelling, graphic 
design, life science simulations, physical sciences or supply chain management. So far 
we have outlined possible grid-computing options that organisations or institutions in 
Eastern Africa region can adopt. The grid-computing options highlighted include data 
grids, cluster computing grids, enterprise grids, partner grids, and Web services, Internet 
computing and desktop grids. It is therefore possible for such organisations to use 
implementation strategies that are feasible to them. We now briefly revisit the questions 
of  gaining from grid-computing technology or losing when we ignore the technology.

Towards cost-benefit analysis for grid computing

In this section we mention items that may be used to assess grid-computing undertakings. 
Owing to the scope of  this paper a detailed quantification of  the benefit and cost items 
is not possible. We particularly have in mind an East African University as a case.

A university on adopting grid computing will benefit in several ways. First, it will be 
possible to conduct research work that requires high-performance computing in areas 
such as life sciences or physical sciences. Without grid-computing resources such work 
can only be undertaken when expensive supercomputers or dedicated high-performance 
clusters are acquired. The existing network infrastructure and computing elements can 
be used with minimal financial inputs when grid computers are used. Secondly, since 
grid computing is based on integration and sharing of  resources, gains in reduced costs 
and increased efficiency can be realised. Resources are better utilised and wastage due to 
ideless of  computers is minimised. Thirdly, with grid computing collaboration among 
researchers is possible. 
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Adopting grid computing will also result in incurring some costs. The cost items 
include communication infrastructure, grid-computing software, and conversion of  
existing applications into forms that can run on the grid computers. We note that the 
communication infrastructure can be the same local area network or wide area networks 
that are already in place. Since most universities are on the Internet and regularly offer 
services such as e-mails, the costs on communication infrastructure can be reduced to 
nothing or just the costs of  a few fast switches. Software costs can also be minimised, 
by depending on open source software resources. The conversion costs are harder to 
assess as strategic options will affect the costs. One method to handle this problem is to 
link up to a large grid-computing platform with many participants so that applications 
can find resources that require less problem decomposition and solution synthesis.

Research challenges in grid-computing

In earlier sections we have presented grid computing from the conceptual to the utility 
levels. We considered the meanings of  associated terms such as grid computing, multi-
agent systems and scheduling. We have considered the evolution of  grid-computing 
technology and highlighted aspects of  global concerns in its development and uses. 
We also considered the options available if  we want to develop the technology as a 
region and the implications. In this section we shall consider the problems associated 
with building grid computers as conceptual models and artifacts. We specify the 
research agenda related to grid computing in this section. These may be categorised in 
two groups: those problems associated with grid-computing development, and those 
associated with technology adoption in the Eastern African region.

At the beginning we pointed out the research problems and issues in grid computing 
(Forster et al., 2001; and Buyya, 2002). These problems included finding ways to 
coordinate and share resources while solving problems in dynamic, multi-institutional 
virtual organizations; finding ways to support different application models that can 
cope well with tasks that communicate frequently and are interdependent; finding 
ways to support different economic models such as auctions, contract net, bid-based 
proportional resource allocation, that are not supported by Nimrod-G; finding ways 
to build an accounting infrastructure, a type of  Grid Bank, perhaps similar to debit/
credit card companies; finding ways to enhance GridSim to support various network 
types with different static and dynamic configurations and cost-based quality of  
service(QoS); finding ways to create a wide area data intensive programming and 
scheduling framework, where Nimrod-G may possibly be extended to support adaptive 
mechanisms for selecting the best service based on access speed and cost; finding ways 
to evaluate  scheduling algorithms for grid-computing. These problems are related to 
modeling grid computers along original specifications. There is an ongoing global effort 
to build grid computers and the number of  grid-computing platforms and middleware 
point to the existing need for solving these problems. The common plug-and-play 
status of  many software resources is still rare in grid-computing software. There is still 
need to build user-friendly grid-computing software. Although the problems mentioned 
above deal with actual hardware and software configurations, the standards issues are 
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still under development. So far the Global Grid Forum is the main standards body. One 
of  the standards under consideration is the Open Grid Services Architecture (OGSA). 
Globus Toolkit is based on this standard. The other set of  problems are concerned 
with ways of  writing software to run on grid-computing platforms. These problems 
involve finding how a given problem can be decomposed and distributed to processing 
elements, and then assembling solutions. The challenges facing grid computing become 
more complex from such issues as heterogeneity in processing elements, the dynamism 
of  the environment and various different administrative domains. In our case we are 
looking at construction of  grid-computing schedulers that that are driven by multi-
agent systems and quality of  service assurance. Most of  these problems are of  the 
primary or basic research type. 

We now consider problems associated with using grid computers. Adoption of  
any technology can pose real challenges. This applies to grid computing as well. Grid-
computing users may be faced with a number of  problems, some of  which are pointed 
out in Manoli, (2005). These include unclear business cases where grid business cases can 
be made more specific; how to define grid-based processes for effective management; 
how to ensure security across grids; how to eliminate proprietary approaches (Hewlett-
Packard, IBM, Microsoft, Platform Computing, Sun Microsystems, Oracle, VMWare/
EMC); how to overcome constraints to specific vendor computing products (e.g. IBM 
products); how to find ways of  maintaining performance even if  resources are shared. 
These problems will face any user of  grid-computing technology. 

We now briefly highlight some problems that regions intending to adopt grid-
computing technology may face. These problems will be relevant to Eastern African 
participants in the adoption of  grid-computing technology. Grid computing requires 
a fast networking backbone. There must be ways of  putting in place computer 
network infrastructures that can sustain high-speed communications. Grid computing 
requires computing elements and interested organisations must find ways of  acquiring 
these hardware/software resources. They also must find ways of  experimenting and 
evaluating available grid-computing technology. As mentioned earlier, there should be 
an objective assessment of  the opportunity cost of  being cautious about the technology. 
They should find out how to avoid losing out by adopting both developmental and 
utility approaches or purely utility approaches. Development and utility approaches 
require that organisations participate in the development of  the technology and at 
the same time be users of  the technology. The purely utility approaches require that 
organisations only concern themselves with using the technology. In this case they only 
concern themselves with resolving implementation and management issues related to 
grid-computing technology. 

Research opportunities in grid-computing

In the immediate earlier section we highlighted the problems associated with grid 
computing at the basic research level and the applied research level. We particularly 
pointed out that even if  the approach is purely utilitarian there will be some problems 
to deal with. We recall the meaning of  research given when we started. We noted that 
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research is a detailed study of  a subject, especially in order to discover (new) information 
or reach a (new) understanding. This makes us suggest that we make what we considered 
problems or challenges our subjects of  enquiry. We then take steps to understand the 
problems and discover new information that we assemble into solutions. We therefore 
use research to address the problems related to grid computing.

The research challenges are used as a basis for discerning research opportunities. At 
basic research level it is possible to follow lines of  enquiry that can lead to construction 
or improvement of  grid computers. This requires examining communication issues 
(Internet, wireless links); constructing dynamic allocation models; constructing 
resource-sharing models, or exploring problem decomposition, distribution and 
solution synthesis. Software issues related to these items should be areas of  enquiry. 
Grid-computing specific items of  enquiry include the creation of  plug-and-play grid-
computing solutions; the creation of  transparent easy-to-use interfaces; managing 
coordination of  multiple resources for distributed applications; formulating effective 
models for resource-sharing, access negotiation, execution monitoring and control, 
communication protocols, resource usage accounting and pricing. New schedulers and 
brokers should be constructed that will cope with heterogeneity, environment dynamism 
allowing free entry and exit of  participants. Some of  these areas of  enquiry can be 
complex and involving. The applied research options include appraisal of  available grid-
computing solutions; localisation of  the solutions; setting up basic infrastructure; and 
monitoring the use of  the technology. Having pointed out these research directions, we 
consider the feasibility and sustainability of  such research pursuits.  

The institutions that may adopt grid computing at the earliest opportunity are 
institutions of  higher learning and research organizations. These institutions can 
form collaborative networks in which resources are shared. At the same time tertiary 
educational institutions can take the lead in grid-computing experiments and generation 
of  knowledge. A number of  Eastern African universities have computer science 
programmes at departmental or faculty level. Those universities in which computer 
science programmes include courses such as operating systems, distributed systems, 
computer networks, parallel computing and at the same time maintain local area 
networks can start grid-computing research with just about no additional investments. 
They can go the open source software route. They will, however, need to allocate a 
few computers to host setup and administrative software. Those universities with 
computer science programmes whose courses exclude the ones indicated above may 
need to start them if  they are interested in making a local or global impact on grid-
computing technology. Polytechnics and other higher level institutions are not excluded. 
We view the participation in grid-computing research as feasible owing the fact that 
there are options that can be scaled down virtually to any entry level as long as there 
are local area networks that are maintained. Those institutions that regard themselves 
as under-funded but are interested can set up desktop grids and harness idle personal 
computing power that is underutilised to create a supercomputer kind of  computing 
resource. Those institutions that identify grid-computing as a potentially beneficial 
researchable proposition may work towards including some cluster computers in their 
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grid-computing nodes to speed up high-performance computing.  So far we have 
argued that there are research opportunities in grid-computing technology. We have 
also pointed out that institutions in the Eastern African region can participate in grid-
computing research or utilisation. 

We now narrate our experiences at the School of  Computing and Informatics, 
University of  Nairobi. We will then propose possible grid-computing layout models.  

Local grid-computing efforts at the School of  Computing and Informatics 
of  the University of  Nairobi, Kenya 
In this section, we narrate our experiences, which are still humble, with grid-computing 
experiments. Later we will give grid-computing layout options that may be adopted in 
the Eastern African region.  We begin by stating our grand vision for grid computing in 
the region. We are looking forward to being active participants in a collaboration that sets 
up a grid computer network that links up African universities and research organisations 
and other world-wide institutions. Our strategy is to begin with sections, departments, 
faculties, university campuses, universities, national grid computers, regional grid 
computers, continental grid computers and then link  up to worldwide grid computers. 
Apart from establishing grid-computing facilities we look forward to modifying 
some grid-computing components that perform scheduling and quality of  service 
assurance. So far we are at the sectional level. Last year (2003/2004), we shared three 
low end(200MHz, 64 MB RAM, 4GB disk) personal computer units with distributed 
systems group. We set up the Globus Toolkit Version 3 grid-computing middleware on 
two of  them. The operating system was Linux Red Hat Version 7. We eventually ran 
some simple computer applications. The system stability and reliability was, however, 
low. We also noted that Globus Toolkit takes a long time to set up and needs specialist 
support to do so, especially on configurations. The user interfaces still leave much room 
for improvement. We also set up an application on the Microsoft. NET platform using 
C# which ran over several computers. This year (2004/2005) our investigations cover 
Globus Toolkit and Condor. We now have two dedicated fast personal computers (3.0 
GHz, 512 MB RAM, 80GB Hard Disk). We are still experiencing problems with system 
stability with Globus Toolkit Version 3 and we are now looking at the Globus Toolkit 
Version 4 on Fedora-Linux operating system. This time we will perform analysis and 
visualisation experiments with Brain wave data (Neuroscience). We are also working on 
software models for grid-computing problem decomposition, distribution and solution 
synthesis. We expected that the visibility of  our grid-computing effort would extend 
beyond the School of  Computing and Informatics, but we are still stuck at sectional 
level. Though still at this humble level, we are inspired to press on. We have outlined our 
current grid-computing research involvements. We now present our grid-computing 
model for Chiromo Campus of  the University of  Nairobi.

A model for setting up a campus grid

In this section, we consider how a campus grid-computing facility can be built using 
the University of  Nairobi as a case. Currently, there are no grid computing resources 
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available at the University of  Nairobi, which reflects the same situation in other Kenyan 
universities. Most of  the benefits of  a grid computer arise from its ability to locate 
appropriate resources that are needed well outside the jurisdiction of  the users even if  
they do not own those resources.

The computing resources at the University of  Nairobi reside in its campuses in 
which various computing devices are used. These devices are found in laboratories 
or offices used for academic, technical or administrative functions. The university has 
an independent information communication technology services unit with technical 
staff  and a director. The university also has a School of  Computing and Informatics 
that offers undergraduate and postgraduate programmes in informatics. The campuses 
include Parklands, Main, Kabete, Medical, Chiromo and Kikuyu. Chiromo and the main 
campuses are on a fast optic fibre network backbone. 

Most of  the computers on this network are personal computers that may not 
independently undertake high-performance computer-intensive jobs. When some or 
all of  these computers are shared by a grid-computing infrastructure, it will be possible 
to attain levels of  computational capacity that are not possible without such sharing 
infrastructure.

With the grid-computing researchers being members of  the School of  Computing 
and Informatics, the school becomes an initial point of  departure. The grid-computing 
experiments will result in the visibility of  grid-computing facilities at the school to begin 
with. After these experiments, this visibility will be extended to the departments of  
mathematics, physics, chemistry, geology, biochemistry, meteorology, human anatomy, 
biology and zoology. The experiments that will follow this extended visibility will be 
result in the visibility of  the grid-computing facility to all the campuses. 

The School of  Computing and Informatics will initiate the grid computing set-
up. This will be made accessible to computers within its own local network domain. 
This access will be extended to various departments at the Chiromo campus and then 
eventually to the whole university. After some time, the university can make access to its 
grid-computing facilities avaialable to external research institutions.

 Various departments at the University of  Nairobi can use grid-computing facilities 
for different applications that require high computing capacities. We only point out some 
possible uses. At the School of  Computing and Informatics the grid-computing research may
include the following areas: developing grid-computing applications, developing grid-
computing middleware, and offering grid-computing user support in research areas 
such as linguistic analysis. In the department of  Chemistry grid computing can be 
used for such tasks as simulations of  chemical processes or studies related to material 
structures and properties. In the department of  Physics grid-computing facilities can 
assist in simulations, experiments related to particle acceleration and visualisation. In the 
department of  Mathematics grid computers can be used for simulations, investigating 
some problems such as the Quadratic Assignment Problem (locating facilities for 
minimum total cost) and the Steinberg wiring problem(finding the shortest total circuit 
length configuration). In the department of  Human Anatomy grid-computing can be 
used in research work related to brain activity analysis and visualisation.
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The user of  the campus grid

We now look closely at a typical user of  the grid-computing facility in a campus such 
as Chiromo. Structurally a grid computer consists of  three main components, the user 
interface or grid application portal, the grid broker layer where we will build a multi-agent 
based scheduler, and the fabric layer or the grid-computing resources such as computers 
and storage devices. Consider a user located in one of  the departments. Let us say 
the department is that of  Mathematics and the user is investigating some Quadratic 
Assignment-related problem. Note that a grid computer has solved the Quadratic 
Assignment Problem for N=30 (Anstreicher, Brixius,2000). The user will submit her 
application program at the grid-computing interface or application portal. This layer 
will transfer the application to the grid broker layer or our multi-agent-based scheduling 
layer. The required data will be obtained, and it may be residing in a computer located at 
the department of  Biology. The processing computer will also be selected and it may be 
residing in the department of  Chemistry. The computations will be accomplished and 
results sent back to the user at her department of  Mathematics. Some part of  her results 
that is stored may be saved in a computer residing at the department of  Geography. All 
the time this user only sees a single high-performance computer.

Grid-computing architectural options

In an earlier section on the overview of  grid computers, we outlined the generic layered 
architecture of  a grid computer. We noted that the basic grid computer architecture 
may be viewed as a layered architecture consisting of: the application layer; the collective 
services layer; the resource and connectivity protocols layer, and the fabric layer (Forster, 
2002).  In this section we outline how organisations or collaborating institutions can 
adopt grid computing.

We briefly describe a model for the grid-computing layout for an organisation 
(enterprise model). The organisation should have its computers and peripherals 
linked by a local or wide area network. The grid-computing environment is set up in 
which participating computing elements have identities and their resources are pooled 
together. One or more enterprises can be linked up. The jobs can be submitted at any 
participating node. Next we outline a model for national grid computing.

National grid-computing networks need some form of  national high-speed 
computer network backbone. This network then allows any participating organisation 
to connect its computing elements. Universities and research organisations are the usual 
earlier participants. For Eastern African countries, Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania, Rwanda 
and Burundi may have their own national grid-computing initiatives. 

Next we outline a model for regional grid-computing initiatives. 
 Regional grid computer networks can evolve in many different ways. Two possible 

ways are through the linking up of  national grid networks and through linking 
organisations that span across the region on mutual agreements or purpose. Forming 
a regional grid network through linking up national grids depends on the existence of  
grid-computing networks in the countries that are participating. This is a slightly distant 
proposition for the Eastern African region since we need a number of  countries to have 
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their own national grid-computing technologies in place before they inter-link. Another 
option for a regional grid-computing network is one in which organisations team up 
and agree on how to share their computing resources. These organisations can span 
across national boundaries. A group of  organisations that can start this kind of  linkage 
is the universities. The universities in various regional countries can link together, set up 
and utilise some grid-computing facilities. 

Conclusion
We began on the theme around computing research challenges and opportunities with 
grid computers. We have outlined the research problems with grid computers that we 
noted are of  a primary and applied nature. We argued that it is these problems that we 
turn into opportunities since the purpose of  research is to gain new understanding 
and discover new knowledge in a subject. We argued that we should make the problem 
areas in grid-computing our subject thereby generating many research directions. We 
also   highlighted the fact that there are nations and corporations with grid-computing 
initiatives. We also highlighted the implications of  adopting or ignoring grid-computing 
technology. We also gave models that may form bases of  grid-computing options for 
organisations and East African countries. We therefore conclude that Grid-computing 
presents research challenges and opportunities for researchers in East Africa. We 
are therefore suggesting that grid computing be made part of  the research agenda, 
especially in pursuit of  research excellence. 
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